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Millimeter FMCW radar is a new kind of high range resolution radar with 
advantages such as light weight, small volume, ease of industrial integration, large 
bandwidth, capable of working around the clock, undesirable to interact with other 
electronic systems. And make it a good choice to be used for fine-resolution compact 
radar operation and are becoming increasingly popular. Some typical and emerging 
civil and military applications include collision avoidance of automobile, 
meteorological, industrial production, ordnance guidance, battlefield surveillance etc. 
Therefore, we focus on the signal processing of millimeter frequency modulation 
continuous wave (FMCW) in this article. And the main objectives of our research work 
can be summarized as follows: 
(1) The system structure of millimeter wave FMCW radar is discussed in detail.  
Signal model of linear frequency modulation is analyzed. And compared matched filter 
means with de-chirp method. The ambiguity function of linear frequency modulated 
waveform was deduced. The theory of triangle linear frequency modulated waveform 
in measuring the motion parameters of targets was analyzed. And the problem when 
measuring the motion parameters in multi-targets situation was proposed. The theory 
of multi-targets distinction and motion parameters estimation based on existing several 
waveforms was analyzed. First, the theory of single frequency continuous waveform 
radar was explained in detail. Then a waveform using two or more triangle linear 
frequency modulated waveform with different frequency modulated slope was set out 
to solve problem in multi-targets situation. Besides, the method of 2D-FFT based on 
linear frequency modulated waveform was analyzed to solve multi-targets distinction, 
and simulation was deployed on three methods above. 
(2) Aiming at the drawback of waveform using two or more triangle linear 
frequency modulated waveform with different frequency modulated slope which need 
high calculation ability of hardware and big frequency modulated slope, a frequency 















article. It could deploy fast multi-targets distinction under the condition of low 
computation ability and small frequency modulated slope and measure the range and 
velocity information of targets. 
(3) Implementing algorithm based on hardware platform, and validating algorithm 
in real-world experimental scene. 
 
Key Words: Millimeter wave radar; Frequency modulated waveform (FMCW); Multi-
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